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Derived (∞, 1)-categories of two kinds
Grigory Kondyrev
Abstract
The aim of this paper is to reformulate the theory of unbounded derived
categories, including more recent categories of first and second kind (following
[1]), using the language of (∞, 1)-categories.
Contents
In section 1, we give a brief introduction to the theory of (∞, 1)-categories,
focusing mainly on the ideas needed further in this paper.
In section 2, we recall the theory of DG-categories. We describe various
semiorthogonal decompositions arising in the description of coderived and
contraderived categories of modules over a ring and comodules/contramodules
over a coring. We also formulate a comodule-contramodule correspondence.
In section 3, we provide a method to construct an (∞, 1)-category from a
DG-category and investigate some of the main properties of the construction.
We also prove localization theorems, which allow us to reformulate main
theorems from section 2 in a higher categorical language.
In section 4, we briefly describe curved differential graded analogs for the
concepts from section 2 which allows us to easily obtain results similar to
those from section 2.
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0 Introduction.
Let A be a category of complexes of modules over some ring R.
For the purposes of homological algebra and homotopy theory it is then
natural to consider its derived category D(A ) which is defined as the quotient
D(A ) = hA / hAcycl(A) where Acycl(A) is the full subcategory of A formed
by acyclic complexes of modules and h(•) is the homotopy category of a given
category. Under some finiteness conditions (for example, in the bounded case)
it so happens that D(A ) has another usefull description: it is equivalent to
the homotopy category of the full subcategory of A formed by the complexes
of degreewise injective/degreewise projective modules.
Without finiteness conditions, the equivalence above does not hold, and we
therefore can define two derived categories: the derived category of the first
kind, which is defined as DI(A ) = hA / hAcycl(A), and the derived category
of the second kind DII(A ), which is defined as the homotopy category of
the full subcategory of A formed by the complexes of degreewise injective/
degreewise projective modules. It so happens that the choice between projective
and injective modules is also significant, and therefore the picture splits
into two dual versions of derived categories of the second kind, called the
coderived category Dco(A ) and the contraderived category Dctr(A ).
Consider now a more general case: let R be a DG-ring and C be a DG-coring.
Let A be one of the following: the category of DG-modules over R, the
category of DG-comodules over C, the category of DG-contramodules over
C. For each choice of A we get three different derived categories with many
interesting properties. All these definitions and relations between them, as
well as properties of the resulting categories, are studied in [1].
The other part of the picture is the theory of (∞, 1)-categories. In this paper
we use a model of (∞, 1)-categories based on quasi-categories, developed
mostly in [2], [3] and [4], where they are defined as simplicial sets satisfying
inner Kan condition. The theory of quasi-categories is a way to generalize
ordinary category theory and provides an appropriate setting for homotopy
theory, homological algebra and interactions between them.
The purpose of this paper is to reformulate the theory of derived categories
of two kinds from [1] using that language.
Acknowledgements. This paper is the author’s undergraduate research
project (year 3, Department of Mathematics, HSE Moscow) supervised by
L.Positselsky.
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1 Some prerequisites from higher category theory.
In this section we give a brief introduction to the theory of (∞, 1)-categories,
focusing mainly on the ideas needed further in this paper.
Recall that an (∞, 1)-category is a simplicial set K which has the following
property: for any 0 < i < n, any map f : Λni → K admits an extension
f˜ : ∆n → K where ∆n is the standart n-simplex and Λni is its i
th horn.
It is convenient to think of vertices of K as of objects, edges (not necessary
nondegenerate) ofK as of morphisms, faces ofK (not necessary nondegenerate)
as of 2-morphisms, etc. One can see that because of the conditions above
there are all “compositions” of all “p-morphisms” and all “q-morphisms” are
invertible for q > 1 in K up to higher homotopies.
In practice, many (∞, 1)-categories are obtained from simplicially enriched
categories using the following
Definition 1.1. There exists a coherent geometric realization functor
| • | : SSet 7−→ Cat∆
where Cat∆ is a category of simplicial categories (categories enriched over
the category SSet of simplicial sets).
The simplicial category |∆n| is defined as follows:
Ob(|∆n|) = Ob([n]), where [n] is a poset category (0→ 1→ ...→ n).
Hom|∆n|(k,m) =
{
∅, if m > k
N˜(Pk,m), if k ≤ m,
where N˜ is a nerve functor N˜ : Cat 7−→ SSet and Pk,m is a poset of subsets of
[k,m] that contain both k and m with the partial order given by inclusion.
The composition between maps in |∆n| is defined naturally.
Remark 1.2. It is easy to notice that the simplicial set N˜(Pk,m) is homeomorphic
to a cube.
By the formal nonsense, as the category Cat∆ admits small colimits, the
functor | • | extends uniquely from the data above to a colimit-preserving
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functor | • | : SSet 7−→ Cat∆.
Remark 1.3. Formally, the functor | • | : SSet 7−→ Cat∆ can be defined
as the coend: |S| =
∫ [n]∈∆
[n]× Sn, where S ∈ SSet.
Definition 1.4. The homotopy coherent nerve functor N
N : Cat∆ 7−→ SSet
is characterized by the formula:
HomSSet(∆
n,N(C )) = HomCat∆(|∆
n|,C ).
for C ∈ Cat∆.
Remark 1.5. There exists a general technique frequently called nerve and
realization, which provides two adjoint functors Nerve : B 7−→ SSet and
| • | : SSet 7−→ B whenever there is a functor ∆ 7−→ B and B is sufficiently
good. The situation above is a special case of this when B equals Cat∆.
Remark 1.6. Let C be a simplicial category. Then:
1) The 0-simplex of N(C ) is just an object of C .
2) The 1-simplex of N(C ) is a morphism in C .
3) The 2-simplex of N(C ) can be identified with the diagram in C :
X
fXY   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
fXZ // Z
Y
fY Z
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
together with a path from fXZ to fY Z ◦ fXY in HomC (X,Z).
We therefore see that given C ∈ Cat∆ we can build a simplicial set N(C ). It
is natural then to ask under what conditions this simplicial set is an (∞, 1)-
category.
Proposition 1.7. Let C ∈ Cat∆ be such that for every pair of objects
X,Y ∈ C it holds that HomC (X,Y ) is a Kan complex. Then N(C ) is an
(∞, 1)−category.
Proof: We must show that if 0 < i < n, then N(C ) has the extension
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property with respect to the inclusion Λni ⊆ ∆
n, or, equally, that C has
the extension propery with repsect to the inclusion |Λni | ⊆ |∆
n|. First, we
can notice that the objects of |Λni | are the same as the objects of |∆
n|, that
is, the elements of the poset category [n]. Futher, for 0 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ n the
simplicial set Hom|Λni |(p, q) coincides with Hom|∆n|(p, q) unless p = 0 and
q = n. Consequently, the extension problem
Λni

F // N(C )
∆n
<<①
①
①
①
is equivalent to
Hom|Λni |(0, n)

// HomC (F (0), F (n))
Hom|∆n|(0, n)
55❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
❧
Since the simplicial set on the right is a Kan complex by assumption, it
suffices to verify that the left vertical map is anodyne. This follows by
inspection: the simplicial set Hom|∆n|(0, n) can be identified with the cube
(∆1){1,2,...,n−1}, and Hom|Λni |(0, n) can be identified with the simplicial subset
obtained by removing the interior of the cube together with one of its faces.
There is also a natural way to obtain an ordinary category from simplicialy
enriched category:
Definition 1.8. Let C ∈ Cat∆. Define the homotopy category hC of
C as following:
1) The objects of hC are the objects of C .
2) For X,Y ∈ C , we define HomhC (X,Y ) = π0HomC (X,Y ).
3) The composition of morphisms in hC is induced from the composition of
morphisms in C by applying the functor π0.
This provides us a process to obtain an ordinary category from any simplicial
set:
Definition 1.9. Define the homotopy functor
SSet
h // Cat
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as the composition
SSet
|•| // Cat∆
h // Cat
If C is an (∞, 1)-category, we then call hC its homotopy category.
Remark 1.10. Let C be an (∞, 1)-category. The definition above provides
us the following presentation of hC by generators and relations:
1) The objects of hC are the vertices of C .
2) For every edge φ : ∆1 → C , there is a corresponding morphisms φ in hC
from φ(0) to φ(1).
3) For each τ : ∆2 → C , it holds that d2(τ) ◦ d0(τ) = d1(τ).
4) For each vertex X of C , the morphism s0X is the identity morphism IdX.
Remark 1.11. One can observe that h : SSet→ Cat is actually left adjoint
to the nerve functor N˜ : Cat→ SSet.
Remark 1.12. If C is a simplicial category, it is not always true that
hC ≃ hN(C ). However, this is always true in the case when HomC (X,Y )
is a Kan complex for every X,Y ∈ C (for example, it holds in the case of
Proposition 1.7.).
We now wish to define an appropriate notion of a limit/colimit in an (∞, 1)-
category. Recall that in ordinary category theory a limit of a diagram can
be defined as a final object of a category of objects over that diagram. This
motivates the following
Definition 1.13. Let C ,D be (∞, 1)-categories. Define the join C ⋆ D
of C and D as the join of the underlying simplicial sets. It is not hard to
prove (see, for example, 1.2.8.3 in [2]) that the simplicial set C ⋆D inherits
the conditions of (∞, 1)-category.
Definition 1.14. Let C ,D be (∞, 1)-categories, and let p : C → D be a
functor between them (a map of simplicial sets). Define the (∞, 1)-overcategory
D/p over p as following:
(D/p)n = Homp(∆
n ⋆ C ,D),
where the subscript on the right hand side indicates that we consider only
those morphisms f : ∆n ⋆ C → D such that f |C = p.
The (∞, 1)-undercategory Dp/ under p is defined dually.
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Remark 1.15. By formal nonsense for every K ∈ SSet there exists an
adjunction HomSSet(K ,D/p) = Homp(K ⋆ C ,D).
Definition 1.16. Let C be an (∞, 1)-category. An object X ∈ C (a vertice
of C ) is called final, if it is final in the category hC . The initial object of
C (if it exists) is defined dually.
Remark 1.17. There exists an equivalent definition of a final object of
(∞, 1)-category C , namely, one can call an object X ∈ C (a vertice of C )
final if the projection C/X → C is a trivial fibration of simplicial sets.
Definition 1.18. Let I ,C be (∞, 1)-categories, and let p : I → C be a
functor between them (a map of simplicial sets). A homotopy limit of F is
a final object of C/p. Dually, a homotopy colimit is an initial object of Cp/.
Remark 1.19. The notion of a homotopy limit/colimit seems to be the right
extension of a notion of a limit/colimit from an ordinary category theory
to (∞, 1)-category theory. Moreover, homotopy limits/colimits have all the
properties of ordinary limits/colimits after they are formulated accurately
in the settings of (∞, 1)-category theory. The reader is referred to Chapter
4 in [2] for a systematical study of homotopy limits and colimits and their
properties.
Important Convention. Under a limit (colimit) hereafter we will mean
a homotopy limit (homotopy colimit).
Now all the (∞, 1)-categories we will futher work with arise from an algebraic
data in a good way and will carry special properties, namely, they will be
stable. To be more precise, we start with the
Definition 1.20. Let C be an (∞, 1)-category which admits zero object
and f : X → Y be a morphism in C . A kernel of the morphism f is a
cartesian square:
Ker(f) //

X
f

0 // Y
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Dually, a cokernel of the morphism f is a cocartesian square:
X

f // Y

0 // Coker(f)
Definition 1.21. A (∞, 1)-category C is called stable if the following
conditions hold:
1) There exists a zero object 0 ∈ C .
2) Every morphism in C admits a kernel and a cokernel.
3) A square in C is cartesian whenever it is cocartesian.
Remark 1.22. Let ΩB be the loop space of B defined by the following
cartesian square:
ΩC

// 0

0 // B
Since C is stable, for every B ∈ hC (the homotopy category of C ) we have
B ≃ ΩΣB (where ΣB is defined as the colimit of the dual diagram).
Therefore hC is enriched over the category of abelian groups:
π0HomC (A,B) = π0HomC (A,Ω
2Σ2B) = π2 HomC (A,Σ
2B),
where the basepoint is given by zero map. It is easy to see that the group
structure depends functorially on X,Y ∈ hC . Moreover, one can see that
hC has actually a structure of triangulated category where the shift functor
is given by the suspension. See theorem 3.11 in [3] for the proof.
Most of the time it is much easier to check whether the given (∞, 1)-category
is stable using the following description:
Proposition 1.23. Let C be an (∞, 1)-category which admits zero object.
Then the following is equivalent:
(1) The functor Ω : C 7−→C is equivalence and C admits finite limits.
(2) The functor Σ : C 7−→C is equivalence and C admits finite colimits.
(3) The category C is stable.
Proof: See corollary 8.28 in [3].
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Remark 1.24. There is a variety of examples of stable (∞, 1)-categories.
Maybe the main example is the category of pointed Ω-spectrum Sp. There
as well exists a procedure called stabilization, which can be applied to
any (∞, 1)-category which admits zero object and finite limits and provide
somewhat the closest stable (∞, 1)-category to the initial one. Namely, if the
(∞, 1)-category C is given, we may define a stable (∞, 1)-category Stab(C ),
obtained as a limit of the diagram
...
Ω
7−→ C
Ω
7−→ C
Ω
7−→ C
Ω
7−→ C .
taken in (∞, 1) − Cat (the (∞, 1)-category of (∞, 1)-categories). The fact
that the category Stab(C ) is stable easily follows from Proposition 1.23. See
[3] for more details.
We now turn our attention to the notion of localization in (∞, 1)-categories.
Definition 1.25. Let C , D be (∞, 1)-categories and F,G : C // D be
functors between them. A natural transformation from F to G is a
simplicial homotopy:
C
i0

F
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
C ×∆1 // D
C
i1
OO
G
;;✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
Remark 1.26. One may also proof that a simplicial set of maps between
MapsSSet(C ,D) between (∞, 1)-categories C and D is also an (∞, 1)-category
and then define the natural transformation between the functors F,G ∈
MapsSSet(A ,D) simply as a morphism between them in this category. The
reader is referred to Proposition 1.2.7.3. in [2] for a more accurate description.
Definition 1.27. Let C , D be (∞, 1)-categories and
C
F
++
D
G
kk
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be functors between them. We say that F is left adjoin to G if there exists
a natrural transformation between ǫ : IdC // G ◦ F such that for every
c ∈ C and d ∈ C the map
HomD (F (c), d) // HomC (G ◦ F (c), G(d))
ǫ∗ // HomC (c,G(d))
is an equivalence.
Definition 1.28. Let C be an (∞, 1)-category and C0 be its full (∞, 1)-
subcategory. Than a functor L : C // C0 is called a localization if it
is left adjoint to the inclusion functor i : C0 // C . A colocalization is
defined dually.
Proposition 1.29. Let C be an (∞, 1)-category and i : C0 // C be its
full (∞, 1)-subcategory. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1) For every object X ∈ C there exists an object Y ∈ C0 together with a
morphism X // i(Y ) in C such that the induced composition
HomC (i(Y ), i(E)) // HomC (X, i(E))
is a homotopy equivalence for every E ∈ C0.
2) The inclusion i admits a left adjoint.
Proof: Proposition 5.2.7.8. in [2].
The last thing we will futher need is the following
Definition 1.30. Let C , D be (∞, 1)-category and F : C // D be a
functor between them. Then F is called an equivalence of (∞, 1)-categories
if F is:
1) Full and faithfull, that is, the map
Fx,y : HomC (x, y) // HomD (F (x), F (y))
is equivalence of simplicial sets.
2) Essentially surjective, that is, an induced functor on homotopy categories
hF : hC // hD
is an essentially surjective functor on ordinary categories.
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Remark. It is worth to say that the definition above is in truth a criterion
when a functor between two (∞, 1)-categories is an equivalence, just as in
ordinary category theory. The definition itself looks quite different, but we
will futher not need it in its original form.
2 DG-categories.
In this section we first quickly recall the theory of DG-categories. Then we
describe various semiorthogonal decompositions arising in the description of
coderived and contraderived categories of modules over a ring and comodules
or contramodules over a coring. We also formulate a comodule-contramodule
correspondence.
Notation. Let A a be DG-category, that is, the category enriched over
the category of chain complexes Ch(AG), where AG is the category of abelian
groups. For C• ∈ Ch(AG) denote as C[n] the complex C•−n.
Definition 2.1. Let A,B ∈ A . A closed morphism f : A → B in A
is an element f ∈ Hom0(A,B) such that d(f) = 0. The category whose
objects are the objects of A and whose morphisms are closed morphisms is
denoted as Z0(A ).
Definition 2.2. For A in A , an object C is called the shift of A by integer
i (notation: C = A[i]) if a closed isomorphism of contravariant DG-functors
HomA (−, C) ≃ HomA (−, A)[i] is fixed.
Definition 2.3. Let A,B ∈ A , and let f : A → B be a closed morphism.
The object C is called the cone of f (notation: C = Cone(f)) if a closed
isomorphism of contravariant DG-functors HomA (−, C) ≃ Cone(f∗) is fixed,
where f∗ : HomA (−, A)→ HomA (−, B).
Definition 2.4. Let A be a DG-category. Denote as hA or H0(A ) the
homotopy category of A , that is, the category whose objects are the
objects of A , and for A,B ∈ hA the morphisms are characterized by the
equation HomhA (A,B) =H0(HomA (A,B)).
Definition 2.6. A DG-ring (A, d) is pair consisting of associative graded
ring A =
⊕
i∈ZA
i and an odd derivation d : A // A of degree 1 such
that d2 = 0. A DG-coring is defined dually.
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Definition 2.7. A left module M over a DG-ring R is an object M ∈
Ch(AG) together with an action morphism R⊗M
µ //M such that the
following diagrams commute:
R⊗R⊗M
IdR⊗µ//
•R⊗IdM

R⊗M
µ

R⊗M
µ //M
1⊗M
≃
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
ǫ⊗IdM // R⊗M
µ
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
M
where •R : R⊗R // R is a multiplication in R.
Definition 2.8. A left comodule N over a DG-coring C is an object
N ∈ Ch(AG) together with a coaction morphism N
η // C ⊗N such that
the following diagrams commute:
N
η //
η

C ⊗N
•C⊗IdN

C ⊗N
IdC⊗η// C ⊗ C ⊗N
C ⊗N
δ⊗IdN // 1⊗N
N
µ
cc●●●●●●●●● ≃
;;①①①①①①①①①
where •C : C // C ⊗ C is a comultiplication in C.
Definition 2.9. A left contramodule P over a DG-coring C is an object
P ∈ Ch(AG) together with a contraaction morphism Hom(C,P )
α // P
such that the following diagrams commute:
Hom(C,Hom(C,P ))
≃

Hom(C,α) // Hom(C,P )
α

Hom(C ⊗ C,P )
Hom(•C ,P ) // Hom(C,P )
α // P
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Hom(1, P )
≃
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
Hom(δ,P ) // Hom(C,P )
α
yyttt
tt
tt
tt
t
P
where •C : C // C ⊗ C is a comultiplication in C.
Remark 2.10. If one try to formally dualize the notion of a comodule
over a coalgbra he or she will end up with the notion of a module over
an algebra. If one try to formally dualize the notion of a contramodule over
a coalgebra he or she will as well end up with the notion of a module over
an algebra. This assymetry arises from the fact that we have an equivalence
Hom(A⊗B,C) ≃ Hom(B,Hom(A,C)) but we do not have the dual one.
Convention. We will futher assume that A is either of the following:
• A category R−mod of left modules over a DG-ring R.
• A category C − comod of left comodules over a DG-coring C.
• A category C − ctrmod of left contramodules over a DG-coring C.
One can observe that in either case we can define the complex of homomorphisms
of two objects in our category, and therefore A is a DG category. One can also
observe that in either of the cases in our DG-categories there are products,
cones of morphisms and etc.
Definition 2.11. An object X ∈ A is called acyclic, if Hi(X) = 0 for
every i. The full subcategory of A spanned by acylic objects will be denoted
as Acycl(A ).
Remark 2.12. Since finite direct sum and a cone of a morpism of acyclic
objects are again acyclic, as well as the zero object, the homotopy category
of acyclic objects hAcycl(A ) forms a full triangulated subcategory of h(A ).
Now recall from standart homological algebra that if R is an ordinary ring
then the bounded derived category of R is equivalent to the homotopy
category of complexes of projective/injective R-modules.
In our more general case of category of modules (not necessary bounded)
over DG-ring or comodules/contramodules over DG-coring this description
fails and it is therefore actually possible to define two derived categories.
We start investigate the first one, namely, we give the following
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Definition 2.13.Define the derived category of the category A as following:
D(A ) := h(A )/ hAcycl(A ).
Remark 2.14. The description of the derived category given above as a
localization is sometimes rather inconvenient, and it is therefore will be good
to have a more explicit description of D(A ).
In order to give another presentation of D(A ), it is usefull to recall the
Definition 2.15. A semiorthogonal decomposition H =< C ,D > of a
triangulated category H consists of two full triangulated subcategories C ,
D and H , such that:
1) For every C ∈ C , D ∈ D it holds that HomH (C,D) = 0.
2) For every H ∈ H there exists a distinguished triangle C → H → D,
where C ∈ C and D ∈ D .
Semiorthogonality is particulary nice in case when we consider localizations
of triangulated category. That is, we have a
Proposition 2.16. Let H be a triangulated category, and H =< C ,D >
be its semiorthogonal decomposition. Then:
1) The functor C → H /D is an equivalence of categories.
2) The functor D → H /C is an equivalence of categories.
3) C and D generate H as triangulated categories, that is, any object of
H can be obtained from objects of C and D by iterating the operations of
shifts and cone.
4) C is a full subcategory of H formed by all objects C ∈ H such that
HomH (C,D) = 0 for every D ∈ D , and an embedding functor C → H has
a right adjoint functor which can be identified with the localization functor
H → H /D ≃ C .
4) D is a full subcategory of H formed by all objects D ∈ H such that
HomH (C,D) = 0 for every C ∈ C , and an embedding functor D → H has
a left adjoint functor which can be identified with the localization functor
H → H /C ≃ D .
Proof : [7].
Definition 2.17. An object X ∈ A is called homotopy projective if
for every acyclic object A ∈ A it holds that Homh(A )(X,A) = 0. The full
subcategory of A spanned by homotopy projective objects will be denoted as
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HoProj(A ). The full subcategory of homotopy injectivemodules HoInj(A )
is defined dually.
Theorem 2.18. Let R be a DG-ring. Let C be a DG-coring over some
fixed field k. Then there are the following semiorthogonal decompositions:
h(R−mod) =< hAcycl(R−mod), hHoInj(R−mod) >
h(R−mod) =< hHoProj(R −mod), hAcycl(R−mod) >
h(C − comod) =< hAcycl(C − comod), hHoInj(C − comod) >
h(C − ctrmod) =< hHoProj(C − ctrmod), hAcycl(C − ctrmod) >
Moreover,
1) hHoProj(R−mod) coincides with< R >⊕, that is, the minimal triangulated
subcategory of h(R − mod) spanned by R and closed under infinite direct
sums.
2) hHoInj(R−mod) coincides with < HomZ(R,Q/Z) >⊓, that is, the minimal
triangulated subcategory of h(R − mod) spanned by HomZ(R,Q/Z) and
closed under infinite products.
4) hHoProj(C − ctrmod) coincides with < Homk(C, k) >⊕, that is, the
minimal triangulated subcategory of h(C − ctrmod) spanned by Hom(C, k)
and closed under infinite direct sums.
4) Using additional set-theoretical assumptions (to be precise, in the assumption
of Vope˘nka’s principle) hHoInj(C − comod) coincides with < C >⊓, that is,
the minimal triangulated subcategory of h(C − comod) spanned by C and
closed under infinite products.
Proof: This appears as 1.4, 1.5, 2.4 and 5.5 [1].
Corollary: Let R be a DG-ring. Let C be a DG-coring over some fixed
field k. From the Proposition 2.16. we then have the following equivalences:
D(R−mod) ≃ hHoInj(R−mod) ≃ hHoProj(R−mod) ≃< HomZ(R,Q/Z) >⊓≃< R >⊕
D(C − ctrmod) ≃ hHoProj(C − ctrmod) ≃< Homk(C, k) >⊕
D(C − comod) ≃ hHoInj(C − comod)
v
≃< C >⊓
when
v
≃ holds at least in the assumption of Vope˘nka’s principle.
Following [1] we now want to go the second way, that is, to define more
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exotic versions of the derived categories, so called derived categories of the
second kind.
Definition 2.19. Define the category Acyclco(A ) of coacyclic objects as
the minimal full triangulated subcategory of A which contains totalizations
of exact triples and closed under infinite coproducts.
Definition 2.20. Define the category Acyclctr(A ) of contraacyclic objects
as the minimal full triangulated subcategory ofA which contains totalizations
of exact triples and closed under infinite products.
Remark 2.21. Observe that the categories Acycl(A ) , Acyclco(A ) and
Acyclctr(A ) can differ even in rather simple cases. For example, let k be
a field and A be a category of DG-modules over DG-ring R = k[x]/(x2)
where deg(x) = 0. One then have the following three objects in R−mod :
(1) : ...
x // R
x // R
x // R
x // R
x // ...
(2) : ...
x // R
x // R // k // 0 // ...
(3) : ... // 0 // k // R
x // R
x // ...
that is (2) and (3) are the truncations of (1) above and below respectively.
One can prove that:
(1) ∈ Acycl(A ), (1) /∈ Acyclco(A ), (1) /∈ Acyclctr(A );
(2) ∈ Acycl(A ), (2) /∈ Acyclco(A ), (2) ∈ Acyclctr(A );
(3) ∈ Acycl(A ), (3) ∈ Acyclco(A ), (3) /∈ Acyclctr(A );
Definition 2.22. Define the coderived category of A :
Dco(A ) := h(A )/ hAcyclco(A )
and the contraderived category of A :
Dctr(A ) := h(A )/ hAcyclctr(A ).
Remark 2.23. Let R be a DG-algebra and C be a DG-coalgebra. We then
have defined the following six categories: Dco(R − mod), Dctr(R − mod),
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Dco(C − comod), Dctr(C − comod), Dco(C − ctrmod) Dctr(C − ctrmod). We
suggest that not all of them are sensible enough: namely, the categories
Dctr(C − comod) and Dco(C − ctrmod) are ”sufficiently close” to the zero
category (see [1]) and we will therefore further not focus our attention on
them.
Remark 2.24. Observe from Remark 2.21. that the categories defined above
can differ.
Now to see the parallel with the standart case of complexes of injective/projective
modules over an ordinary ring R, we introduce the
Definition 2.25. An object X ∈ A is called degree projective if having
forgotten the differential it becomes a projective module/comodule/contramodule
over the base ring/coring with forgotten differential. Denote as DegProj(A )
the full subcategory of A spanned by degreewise projective objects. The full
subcategory DegInj(A ) of degree injective objects is defined dually.
Let R be a DG-ring. Denote asR# the graded ringR with forgotten differential.
We next define the following two condition on R:
(*) A countable direct sum of left graded injective R#-modules has finite
injective dimension.
(**) A countable direct product of left graded projective R#-modules has
finite projective dimension.
Theorem 2.26. Let R be a DG-ring. Let C be a DG-coring over some fixed
field k. Then there are the following semiorthogonal decompositions:
h(R −mod)
∗
=< hAcyclco(R−mod)), hDegInj(R −mod) >
h(R−mod)
∗∗
=< hDegProj(R −mod), hAcyclctr(R−mod) >
h(C − comod) =< hAcyclco(C − comod)), hDegInj(C − comod) >
h(C − ctrmod) =< hDegProj(C − ctrmod), hAcyclctr(C − ctrmod) >
Where
∗
= holds when the condition (*) holds for R and
∗∗
= holds when the
condition (**) holds for R.
Proof: 3.7, 3.8 and 4.4 in [1].
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Corollary: Let R be a DG-ring. Let C be a DG-coring over some fixed
field k. From the Proposition 2.26. we then have the following equivalences:
Dco(R−mod)
∗
≃ hDegInj(R−mod)
Dco(R −mod)
∗∗
≃ hDegProj(R−mod)
Dco(C − comod) ≃ hDegInj(C − comod)
Dctr(C − ctrmod) ≃ hDegProj(C − ctrmod)
Where
∗
≃ holds when the condition (*) holds for R and
∗∗
≃ holds when the
condition (**) holds for R.
We are now aiming towards the comodule-contramodule correspondence.
To prepare we need the following definition:
Definition 2.27. Let C be a DG-coring over some fixed field k, N be a
right C-comodule and P a left C-contramodule. The contratensor product
N⊙CP ofN and P over C is a graded vector space, defined as the coequalizer
of the two maps N ⊗k Homk(C,P ) // N ⊗k P , one of which is induced by
the left contraaction map, while the other one is obtained as the composition
of the coaction map on C and evaluation map C ⊗k Homk(C,P ) // P .
Let C be a DG-coring over some fixed field k.
For N ∈ C − comod one can form the space of comodule homomorphisms
HomC(C,M) which can be enriched with a structure of C-contramodule from
the right C-comodule structure on C. In such a way we obtain a functor
ΨC : C − comod // C − ctrmod .
For P ∈ C− ctrmod one can form a contratensor product C⊙C P which can
be enriched with a structure of comodule from the left comodule structure on
C⊗kP . In such a way we obtain a functor ΦC : C − ctrmod // C − comod .
We then have the following composition functors:
hDegInj(C − comod)
ΨC // h(C − ctrmod) // Dctr(C − ctrmod)
hDegProj(C − ctrmod)
ΦC // h(C − comod) // Dco(C − comod)
Abusing the notation we receive the following functors between coderived
and contraderived categories of C:
Dco(C − comod)
ΨC ..
Dctr(C − ctrmod)
ΦC
nn
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Theorem 2.28. The functors ΦC and ΨC are mutually inverse equivalences
between the coderived category Dco(C−comod) and the contraderived category
Dctr(C − ctrmod).
Proof: This appears as 5.2 in [1].
Remark 2.29. Observe that in [1] all the theorems are formulated in a more
general case, that is, not over a DG-ring/coring, but over a CDG-ring/coring
(the notation CDG here means curved differential graded).
3 From DG-category to higher category.
In this section we recall a method to construct an (∞, 1)-category from a
DG-category and investigate some of the main properties of the construction.
We also prove localization theorems, which allow us to reformulate main
theorems from section 2 in a higher categorical language.
Construction 3.1. Let A be a DG-category. We can then apply the composition
of the Dold-Kan correspondence and the forgetful functor:
Ch(Ab)≥0 7−→ SAG 7−→ SSet
to the truncated Hom(A,B)• complex to receive a simplicial set. Under the
truncation functor we mean here the right adjoint to the inclusion Ch(AG)≥0 ⊂
Ch(AG). Namely,
τ≥0(...→ C1 → C0 → C−1 → ...) = (...→ C1 → Ker(C0 → C−1)→ 0→ ...).
Therefore, A has a natural structure of simplicial category.
Remark 3.2. For A,B ∈ A , the homotopy group πn(Hom(A,B)) can
be identified via the Dold-Kan correspondence with the group of chain-
homotopy classes of maps from A to B[n].
Proposition 3.3. N(A ) is an (∞, 1)- category.
Proof: Every simplicial abelian group is a Kan complex, therefore Proposition
1.1. gives the result.
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Definition 3.4. A DG-category A is called strongly pretriangulated if
it admits a zero object, all shifts of all objects, and all cones of all morphisms.
Remark 3.5. ForA any DG-category, there exists a strongly pretriangulated
DG-category PreTr(A ) and a fully faithfull DG-functor A → PreTr(A ), such
that for any strongly pretriangulated DG-category B and any DG-functor
F : A → B there exists a unique lift F ′ : PreTr(A ) → B. See [6] for a
proof.
Important Convention. Under a category we will hereafter mean either
an ordinary category, or (∞, 1)-category, depending on the context.
Proposition 3.6. Let A be a strongly pretriangulated DG-category. Then
N(A ) is a stable category. Moreover, the suspension functor is given by
shifting by 1.
Proof: The idea is to check the second condition in Proposition 1.23.
We remind that in our convention for C• ∈ Ch(AG) we denote as C[n] the
complex C•−n.
It is obvious that N(A ) has a zero object (since A has a zero object). We
next prove that cokernels exist in N(A ). Let g : B → A be a morphism in
A . We assert that the following square is cocartesian in N(A ):
A

g˜ // Cone(g)

0 // B[1]
Indeed, it suffices to show that for every T the associated diagram of simplicial
sets
HomA (B[1], T )

// HomA (0, T )

HomA (Cone(g), T )
g˜∗ // HomA (A,T )
is cartesian. As the diagram is obviously a pullback (ordinary pullback, not
the homotopy), it suffices to prove that g˜∗ is a Kan fibration. This follows
from the fact that g˜∗ is the map of simplicial sets associated (under the
Dold-Kan correspondence) to a map between complexes of abelian groups
which is surjective in positive degrees (every surjection of simplicial abelian
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groups is a Kan fibration).
It is easy now to describe the suspension functor Σ : N(A )→ N(A ). Observe
that for every A in N(A ) we have the following pushout diagram:
A

// Cone(IdA)

0 // A[1]
Now as it holds that Cone(IdA) ≃ 0, it follows that the suspension functor
Σ: N(A ) → N(A ) can be identified with the shift functor A → A[1]. In
particular, we conclude that Σ is an equivalence of (∞, 1)-categories.
Observe now that N(A ) has cokernels, as Coker(f : A → B) exists via the
following cocartesian diagram in N(A ):
A

// Cone(Cone(f)[−1]→ A) ≃ B

0 // Cone(f)
and A ∨ B as an object of hN(A ) can be identified with the colimit of the
following diagram in N(A ):
A[−1]

0 // B
0
Therefore, using the Proposition 1.23., we conclude that N(A ) is stable.
Remark 3.7. Let A be a strongly pretriangulated DG-category, and let
B be a full strongly pretriangulated DG-subcategory of A . Then observe
that the proof of Proposition 3.6. shows that N(B) is a stable subcategory
of N(A ).
There is also a more straight and algebraic way to obtain an (∞, 1)-category
from DG-category, namely, we have the following
Construction 3.8. Let A be a DG-category. Define a differential graded
nerve NDG(A ) of A as followng: for each n ≥ 0 define NDG(A )n to be a set
of all ordered pairs ({Ai}0≤i≤n, fI), where:
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1) For 0 ≤ i ≤ n, Ai is an object of A .
2) For every subset I = {i− < im < im−1 < ... < i1 < i+} of {0 < ... < n}, fI
is an element of the abelian group HomA (Ai− , Ai+)m, satisfying the equation
d(fI) =
∑
1≤j≤m
(−1)j+1(fI−{ij} − f{ij<...<im<i+} ◦ f{i−<i1<...<ij}).
The simplicial maps are also needed to be carefully written, see 1.3.1.6. in
[4] for this.
Remark 3.9. Let A be a DG-category. Then:
0) A 0-simplex of NDG(A ) is simply an object of A .
1) A 1-simplex of NDG(A ) is a closed morphism in A : that is, a pair of
objects A0, A1 ∈ A together with an element f{0<1} ∈ HomA (A0, A1)0,
satisfying d(f{0<1}) = 0.
2) A 2-simplex of NDG(A ) consists of a triple of objects A0, A1, A2 ∈ A ,
a triple of morphisms: f{0<1} ∈ HomA (A0, A1)0, f{1<2} ∈ HomA (A1, A2)0,
f{0<2} ∈ HomA (A0, A2)0, such that d(f{0<1}) = d(f{1<2}) = d(f{0<2}) = 0,
together with a morphism f0<1<2 ∈ Hom(A0, A2)1 satisfying the equation
d(f{0<1<2}) = f{0<2} − f{1<2} ◦ f{0<1}.
Proposition 3.10. Let A be a DG-category. Then:
1) NDG(A ) is an (∞, 1)-category.
2) There is a canonical isomorphism hNDG(A ) ≃ hA .
3) There exists an equivalence of categories θ : N(A )→ NDG(A ) (one should
remember that on the left side A is viewed as the simplicial category via
the Dold-Kan correspondence).
Proof: See 1.3.1 in [4] for the proof.
We are now able to restate the results of section 2 in a higher categorical
language.
Definition 3.11. Let R be a DG-ring and C be a DG-coring. Define the
following (∞, 1)-derived categories:
D(R−mod) := NDG(HoInj(R −mod)) ≃ NDG(HoProj(R−mod))
Dco(R −mod) := NDG(DegInj(R −mod))
Dctr(R−mod) := NDG(DegProj(R −mod))
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D(C − comod) := NDG(HoInj(C − comod))
D(C − ctrmod) := NDG(HoProj(C − ctrmod))
Dco(C − comod) := NDG(DegInj(C − comod))
Dctr(C − ctrmod) := NDG(DegProj(C − ctrmod))
Proposition 3.12. Let A be a DG-category such that there is a semiorthogonal
decomposition hA =< hC , hD > for some DG-categories C and D . Then:
1) There exists a localization functor L : NDG(A ) // NDG(D) .
2) There exists a colocalization functor CL : NDG(A ) // NDG(C ) .
Proof: We will prove the first statement, the second one is proved dually.
Let i : NDG(D) // NDG(A ) be an inclusion of a full (∞, 1)-subcategory.
By Proposition 1.29. it is sufficient to find for every A ∈ NDG(A ) an object
D ∈ NDG(D) and a map f : A // i(D) such that f induces a homotopy
equivalence
HomNDG(A )(i(D), i(E))
// HomNDG(A )(A, i(E))
for every E ∈ NDG(D). From the definition of a semiorthogonal decomposition
for every A ∈ A there exist C ′ ∈ C and D′ ∈ D together with a sequence
C ′ // A
f ′ // D′ such that it forms a distinguished triangle in h(A )
(and therefore a homotopy colimit diagram in NDG(A ) as it follows from
Proposition 3.10. that hNDG(A ) ≃ hA ). Now one can take D = D
′ and
f = f ′ and the condition above follows from the long cofiber sequence.
Colloraly: Let R be a DG-ring. Let C be a DG-coring over some fixed field
k.
There are the following localization functors:
NDG(R−mod)
L // NDG(HoInj(R−mod)) = D(R−mod)
NDG(C − comod)
L // NDG(HoInj(C − comod)) = D(C − comod)
(∗) NDG(R−mod)
L // NDG(DegInj(R−mod)) = D
co(R −mod)
NDG(C − comod)
L // NDG(DegInj(C − comod)) = D
co(C − comod)
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There are the following colocalization functors:
NDG(R−mod)
CL // NDG(HoProj(R −mod)) = D(R −mod)
NDG(C − ctrmod)
CL // NDG(HoProj(C − ctrmod)) = D(C − ctrmod)
(∗∗) NDG(R−mod)
CL // NDG(DegProj(R−mod)) = D
ctr(R−mod)
NDG(C − ctrmod)
CL // NDG(DegProj(C − ctrmod)) = D
ctr(C − ctrmod)
Where (∗) holds when the condition (*) holds for R and (∗∗) holds when the
condition (**) holds for R.
Colloraly. Let C be a DG-coring over some fixed field k. Following Theorem
2.28. we also have an equivalence of (∞, 1)-categories:
Dco(C − comod) ≃ Dctr(C − ctrmod)
4 CDG-theory.
An abbreviation CDG states for the notation "curved differential graded".
One can think of CDG-algebras and CDG-coalgebras as of an extension
of DG-algebras and DG-coalgebras where we do not demand the squared
differential to be zero. CDG-rings and corings appear in deformations of DG-
rings/corings, Koszul duality, non-commutative geometry, TQFTs and etc. In
this section we briefly define those objects and the corresponding categories
of modules/comodules/contramodules. For the full discussion the reader is
referred to [1]. To give a taste, however, we make the following
Definition 4.1. A CDG-ring B = (b, d, h) is a triple consisting of:
1) An assositive graded ring B =
⊗
i∈Z
Bi.
2) A degree 1 derivation d : B // B .
3) An "curvature"element h ∈ B2 satisfying the equations d2(x) = [h, x] for
every x ∈ B and d(h) = 0.
Definition 4.2. A left CDG-module M over CDG-ring B is a graded lef
B-module endowed with a degree 1 derivation dM :M //M compatible
with the derivation on B and such that d2M (m) = hm for every m ∈M .
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For any left CDG-modulesM and N over B, the complex of homomorphisms
HomB(M,N) fromM to N over B is constructed exactly as for DG-modules
over a DG-ring. It turns out that these formulas still define a complex in the
CDG-module case, as the h-related terms cancel each other.
Therefore left CDG-modules over a given CDG-ring B form DG-category
which will further be denoted as B − mod. All shifts, twists, infinite direct
sums, infinite direct products and cones exist in the DG-category of CDG-
modules.
For the "dual"notions of CDG-coring, CDG-comodule/contramodule
over a CDG-coring the reader is referred to the monograph [1].
It is easy to see that in the CDG-case there is no good notion of homology
and because of this the derived category is not well defined. However, the full
subcategories of coacyclic and contraacyclic objects can be defined just as
in the DG-case and therefore the coderived and the contraderived categories
are also still defined. One can see that they behave mostly similary as in the
DG case. To be precise, define the full subcategories of degreewise injective
and degreewise projective objests just as in the DG-case. We then can state
the theorem below which is proved similary as in section 3.
Theorem 4.3. Let B be a CDG-ring and E be a CDG-coring over some fixed
field k. Then 1) There are the following semiorthogonal decompositions:
Dco(B −mod)
∗
=< hAcyclco(B −mod)), hDegInj(B −mod) >
Dctr(B −mod)
∗∗
=< hDegProj(B −mod), hAcyclctr(B −mod) >
Dco(E − comod) =< hAcyclco(E − comod)), hDegInj(E − comod) >
Dctr(E − ctrmod) =< hDegProj(E − ctrmod), hAcyclctr(E − ctrmod) >
2) There is as well an equivalence of categories:
Dco(E − comod)
ΨC ..
Dctr(E − ctrmod)
ΦC
nn
Proof: 3.7, 3.8 ,4.4 and 5.2 in [1].
We can now simply apply the differential graded nerve construction and
simulate the proof as for DG case, receiving the corresponding (∞, 1)-categories,
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localization, colocalization and correspondence theorems for CDG situation.
To be precise, we have the following
Theorem 4.4. Let B be a CDG-ring and E be a CDG-corind over some
fixed field k. There are the following localization functors:
(∗) NDG(B −mod)
L // NDG(DegInj(B −mod)) = D
co(B −mod)
NDG(E − comod)
L // NDG(DegInj(E − comod)) = D
co(E − comod)
There are also the following colocalization functors:
(∗∗) NDG(B −mod)
CL // NDG(DegProj(B −mod)) = D
ctr(B −mod)
NDG(E − ctrmod)
CL // NDG(DegProj(E − ctrmod)) = D
ctr(E − ctrmod)
Where (∗) holds when the condition (*) holds for B and (∗∗) holds when the
condition (**) holds for B.
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